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UNUSUAL CLUES FOR AN UNCOMMON DETECTIVE 
 
 
The infinite cosmos we so blithely inhabit is abuzz with rumours 
and gossip, inaudible cries of delight and distress, blind snubs 
and passionate embraces, stabs in the back, flashes of 
projectiles, leisurely births, sudden deaths, sly extortions and the 
slow pinwheeling of titanic muggings.  
 
Clues without explanation or apparent connection abound. The 
cold corpses of dead stars mock their erupting brethren. And 
though our most powerful spyglasses register distant celestial 
events as contemporaneous with our Earthly preoccupations, the 
most egregious violations of the cosmic order we so perversely 
insist upon concluded hundreds of millions, even billions of years 
in the unfathomable past. Any sleuth who dares probe these cold 
cases will be questioning clamouring ghosts.   
 
And yet, eager cosmological detectives abound. We are about to 
meet a few of them, who are opening the second decade of the 
21st Century with a question that ought to snap our averted gaze 
from our perpetually distracted tracks: 
 

What is the latest news from outer space? 
 
Let us now briefly attend their most startling findings and 
provocative comments, while sharing the deductions of the 
greatest space sleuth of all. It is no mystery why Sherlock 
Holmes would be attracted to such cosmic conundrums. Over the 
next few pages, let us put aside our busy lives and invite his 
wonder to be our own. 
 
 
William Thomas 
Earth 
2021AD  
  



Chapter 1. 
 
 

 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Watson and Sherlock Holmes 

 
 

THE DARK MATTER MYSTERY 
 
 
Deftly manipulating his 500-meter-wide Spherical Magnifier, as 
expected, Holmes has confirmed neutral hydrogen atoms coming 
from three galaxies way out beyond our own. (To be sure, his 
ponderous “Eye of Heaven” requires 2,000 winches to point it at 
different regions of the sky.)  
  
“For the first time, I am able to peruse baryons and pursue dark 
matter,” the space detective proclaimed.  
 
Dark matter is said to account for 85% of the matter in the entire 
universe. But many think it make-believe, since none of this 
supposedly ubiquitous material has yet been sighted or weighed. 

 
 
 

https://www.rt.com/news/493811-dark-matter-hydrogen-fast-telescope/


Chapter 2. 
 

 

 
Inbound asteroid carrying Covid-21   

 
THE SCARLET ASTEROID 

 
 
Sherlock Holmes has identified two kinds of organic matter 
scooped from the asteroid called Itokawa by the Japanese Space 
Agency back in 2010AD. “It’s obviously chondrite, a largish space 
rock from the first days of the solar system,” the famed 
investigator pronounced, looking up from his pocket magnifier. 
 
“This primitive organic matter evolved over eons, drawing in 
water and additional organic material as journeyed through a 
realm where holding one’s breath is an essential skill.” 
 
Holmes refused to elaborate on what “organic material” might be 
found to in the hostile deeps of airless outer space.   
 

https://www.rt.com/news/509704-jaxa-japanese-researchers-ryugu-asteroid-samples/


“Its evolution pathway is so similar to that of the prebiotic Earth,” 
enthused Earth scientist Queenie Chan at the University of 
London, after examining Holmes’ figures.  
 
Since most meteorites lighting up the Earth’s skies come from S-
Type siliceous asteroids like Itokawa, meteor strikes may well 
have seeded Earth planet with life!  
 
“I think that next I probably screamed, I don’t really remember,” 
recalls researcher Hirotaka Sawada after the Japanese capsule 
landed in a remote part of the Australian outback, near Woomera, 
where Holmes was investigating an especially egregious 
larrikinism. 
  



Chapter 3. 
 

 

 
Earth broadcast of intrepid space cadets picked up on Betelgeuse III  

 
 

FOUR NEW RADIO EMISSIONS DETECTED 
 
 
Holmes has long been intrigued by mysterious bursts of radio 
waves coming from outer space. Apparently caused by “high-
energy sources” not entirely understood, these Fast Radio Bursts 
offer little time for detailed study as they last only a few 
milliseconds and rarely reappear. 
 
It is well known that the four newest FRBs originated in the outer 
edges of a massive spiral galaxy birthing new stars some 500 
million light-years distant. 
 
“Models such as mergers of compact objects like white dwarfs or 
neutron stars, or flares from magnetars created by such mergers, 
are still looking good,” figures astronomer Shivani Bhandari. And 
are probably not “I Love Lucy” reruns bounced back with urgent 
interrogatives from puzzled three-headed astronomers. 



Of the more than 100 FRBs that have so far been observed, most 
have given off only a single, hyper-quick radio burst – frustrating 
Holmes to no end. But more helpful suspects flash in regularly 
repeated patterns he terms, “activity cycles.” 
 
After watching intently for five years, Holmes was delighted when 
FRB 121102, emitted by a small dwarf galaxy about three billion 
light years from Earth, flared up for 90 days and died down for 
another 67…  
 
Before repeating again! 
 
Some punters suggest the pulses are caused by the “wobble” of a 
rotating magnetar. Or possibly a highly-magnetized neutron star. 
Still others figure the flashes are linked to the orbital motions of a 
binary star system.  
 
Holmes thinks they could be some sort of deliberate interstellar 
signal – perhaps a Preserve Our Lives distress call.  
 
“We should send someone by to pick them up,” he suggests.  
 
“Whoever ‘they’ might be.” 
 
  

https://www.rt.com/news/491249-astronomers-radio-burst-cycle/


Chapter 4. 
 
 

 
As above, so below… 

 
 

THE CASE OF THE VANISHING STAR 
 
 

A "very massive star" in the Kinman Dwarf galaxy first attracted 
astronomers in the early 2000s by offering a rare chance to 
observe the death of a VMS in a region found by Holmes to be 
“low in metals.”  
 
But when the European Southern Observatory's Very Large 
Telescope in Chile was laboriously cranked back around in 
2019AD… it was totally gone. 
 
“Without a proverbial trace,” Holmes was widely quoted at the 
time. Because the Kinman Dwarf Galaxy lies 75 million light years 
from Piccadilly Circus, “we know it was there 75 million years 
ago,” Holmes asserted.  



That’s just too far back in time and space for a peek – even 
through this world’s biggest magnifier, residing on the detective’s 
Derbyshire estate. Instead, by suspending a 40-metre prism over 
its convex lens, Holmes has detected the presence of distant 
dwarf galaxies from their faint spectroscopic signatures!  
 
The celebrated gumshoe now suspects that some Very Massive 
Stars may spend their dotage lurching around in unpredictable 
trajectories he suggestively calls, “Luminous Blue Variables”. 
 
“It would be highly unusual for such a massive star to disappear 
without producing a bright supernova explosion," points out 
Andrew Allan, leader of the Irish observation team, in lengthy 
correspondence rushed in mere weeks from County Limerick into 
Holmes’ eager hands.  
 
When Allan’s star hunters simultaneously trained four eight-
metre-diameter telescopes on the Luminous Blue Variable’s 
former location… nothing. Next, they tried an X-Ray detector. Zip. 
 
“We may have detected one of the most massive stars of the 
local Universe going gently into the night,” speculates team 
member Jose Groh. 
 
“Gently, my arse,” responds Holmes, who does not suffer 
unproven suppositions lightly. 
 
The private eye with the Mont Palomar-size magnifying glass now 
wants to modify his prism in order to make observations in the 
mid-infrared spectrum. So as, as Groh pithily puts it, “to rule out 
a slowly expanding cooler dust shell.”   
 
“We must find that weak transient!” Holmes insists. “I’m sure it’s 
around somewhere!” 
  

https://bigthink.com/surprising-science/missing-star


Chapter 5. 
 
  

 
 
 

THE 10-BILLION-YEAR-OLD GLOW  
 
 
The Short Gamma Ray Burst was detected Thanksgiving evening, 
as Holmes was reaching for another helping of stuffing. “By 
Gadfry! Did you see that?” the sleuth shouted, knocking over the 
gravy. 
 
“See what?” his colleagues chorused. 
 
Foregoing decorum, they rushed to the windows. But spied only 
the black of night. Which stared right back. 
 



“You missed it,” Holmes chuckled. “You weren’t quick enough.” 
 
“Now see here, old boy,” Professor Moriarity objected. “How do 
you know you’re not having us on?”  
 
“Because I’ve preserved a record of its passage on my camera 
obscura’s nightlong exposure,” Holmes calmly replied, without 
mentioning his antagonist’s odd turn of phrase. 
 
The room erupted: “You’ve modified Talbot’s device?” “Pinhole or 
optical lens?” “Paper positive?” “Bitumen or albumen substrate?” 
 
Holmes smiled. “Specially-ground Leitz glass. Nitrates of silver, of 
course. My own patented negative roll film.” 
 
Due to the team’s swift action, “we were able to obtain deep 
observations of the burst mere hours after its discovery,” recalls 
Kerry Paterson, a study author who was present that night. 
 
“The short gamma ray burst is located an astonishing 10 billion 
light-years away – one of the most distant such phenomena ever 
witnessed by evolved apes!” Charles Darwin declared. 
 
To see a burst of light emitted “all the way on the other side of 
the universe” means it had to have come from “one of the most 
powerful types of explosion in existence,” Paterson pointed out. 
 
“SGRB181123B’s brief flash must be the afterglow of a short 
gamma ray burst that exploded from the impact of two neutron 
stars crashing into each other like maddened space rhinos a mere 
3.8 billion onions after the Really Big Bang created the whole 
bloody universe,” Holmes continued, after scribbling some figures 
on a scrap of paper that turned out to be a long-lost grocery list.   
 
For his part, Assistant Professor Wen-fai Fong poured himself 
another brandy, explaining how he “certainly did not expect to 
discover a distant SGRB, as they are extremely rare and very 
faint.”  

https://www.rt.com/news/494753-space-explosion-short-gamma-rays/


Chapter 6. 
 
 

 
 
 

THE CASE OF THE MISSING GALACTIC HEARTBEAT 
 
 
Astronomers are giddy with relief after Holmes re-detected the 
heartbeat from a supermassive black hole, after it had gone 
missing for several years under suspicious circumstances.  
When discovered in 2007AD, the black hole’s heartbeat was 
recorded every hour. Until blocked by Earth’s pesky sun in 
2011AD.  



The black hole beats at the center of a galaxy – romantically 
dubbed, RE J1034+396 – just 600 million light years away.  
 
After a great deal of cogitation in his well-worn armchair, Holmes 
has deduced that its pulsations are caused when matter being 
sucked into that void crosses the rim – or “event horizon” – 
thereby “releasing enormous bursts of energy in a repeating 
pattern.”  
  
Utilizing elementary logic, the space sleuth determined that “the 
nature of those beats and the spacing between them reveal the 
size of the black hole, plus the structure and composition of the 
space surrounding it.”  
  

https://www.rt.com/news/491379-heartbeat-supermassive-black-hole/


Chapter 7 
 
 

 
 

 
THE SPACE TEMPESTS 

 
 
At the height of the 2014AD hurricane season, a plasma  
hurricane churned around an electromagnetic “eye” in Earth’s 
ionosphere, as close as 50 miles above the North Pole.  
 
According to a recent report by Adrianna Navarro, extensively 
underlined by Holmes: “The first discovered space hurricane’s 
stationary center, strong circular horizontal plasma flows, shears, 
and electron precipitation resembled a terrestrial hurricane.” 
 
Just as high winds aloft suppress oceanic hurricane formation, 
strong solar winds must prevent most space hurricane’s from 
forming, the detective intuited, while warming his hands in the 
turbulent upwellings of his drawing room fireplace. 



At length, as if emerging from a trance, Holmes turned to address 
his fiancée and Watson. Quoting Navarro, he exclaimed, “Space 
cyclones must involve the magnetized friction of swirling ether!”  
 
This unprecedented insight was confirmed by the journal, Nature 
Communications in March 2021AD, when that esteemed 
periodical unexpectedly reported: 
 
“The space hurricane is likely a universal phenomenon,” occurring 
on other magnetized planets and their moons as “the interaction 
between interstellar winds and other solar systems throughout 
the universe.”  
 
Holmes and Navarro now warn that space hurricanes “could 
impact space weather, increasing satellite drag, interfering with 
High Frequency radio communications, and amplifying errors in 
over-the-horizon radar imaging and satellite navigation.”  
 
But not until those science-fiction devices are invented. 
 
 
  

https://www.accuweather.com/en/space-news/scientists-reveal-first-evidence-of-a-space-hurricane/909572


Chapter 8. 
 
 

 
Celebrating Holmes on Cassiopeia 

 
 

A STUDY IN MICRO-METEORITES 
 
 
“Everyone knows that Earth is bombarded every day by small 
meteors measuring between 1mm and 10cm wide, most of which 
hit the atmosphere at speeds faster than 17 kilometers-per-
second,” Holmes remarked to his visitors one evening in his cozy 
drawing room over claret and cigars.  
 
“But I suspect some meteors impact our atmosphere travelling at 
a fraction of the speed of light,” the Great Detective pondered 
aloud.   
  

https://www.rt.com/news/481273-supernovae-bullets-earth-lightspeed/


“Go’on wit ye!” a footman waiting just inside the study door could 
not help outgassing. “The very latest steam train canna do more 
than 30 kilometers…”  
 
As everyone turned in astonishment, the functionary finished 
triumphantly, “in an hour!”  
 
“Hear hear!” Holmes’ associates chimed in, banging the flats of 
their palms on the nearest varnished surface. 
 
“I further propose,” Holmes calmly went on, “that these cosmic 
‘bullets’ can be fired – not from pistols, but by nearby supernovae 
that charge them up to sub-relativistic speeds… mmm… most 
likely by a process precisely analogous to an electromagnetic 
railgun.”  
 
“Rail…” everyone began to inquire at once. 
 
“While the theory has been proposed before,” Holmes cut them 
off with a wave of his cheroot, “the current search methodology 
has not been correctly established to actually find these sub-
relativistic ‘bullets’.” 
 
“Really guv,” queried the footman, all agog. “Ye think?” 
 
“I have developed a model to simulate the track of hot plasma 
expelled by these ultrafast micro-meteorites as they smash into 
our atmosphere,” Holmes went on. “Like any heavenly fisticuffs, 
the noise they make slapping the sky can be catalogued. In this 
way, I propose that astronomers keep a lookout for them.”  
 
“Capital!” someone called from the dark, room-reflecting window.  
 
“We find that a sub-relativistic meteor would give rise to a shock 
wave that could be picked up by a microphone, and also a bright 
flash of radiation visible in optical wavelengths – both lasting for 
about a tenth of a millisecond,” interjected Harvard physicist Amir 
Siraj, unable to contain himself.  



“Look here,” chimed in Prof. Abraham Loeb excitedly. “Why not 
lash up some combination of infrasound microphones, a Victrola 
with a recording cylinder, and optical-infrared instruments to 
detect and captures both the faint – but distinct – sub-audible 
acoustic signatures and those incredibly short-lived optical 
strobes created by such objects in their dying moments. Some 
600 detectors established in a global network should do the trick, 
I’d say.” 
 
“What’s ‘infrasound’?” Lady Maybeth demanded, waving her 
hanky for attention. “By ‘infrared’ do you mean…” 
  
“Bloody brilliant!” Holmes cried, brushing the interruption aside to 
insert his own. “Sirs, I congratulate you both for your 
precipitously preposterous perspicacity. I believe we are so 
absorbed in looking out for incoming, civilization-ending rocks we 
are missing these miniature space bullets that could vaporize the 
wood-and-copper spacecraft stashed out in my stables before it 
reaches halfway to the moon!”  
 
“Perhaps,” the evil Professor Moriarity begrudgingly allowed. For 
the life of him, he could not begin to calculate how much coal 
would be required to power a ‘spacecraft’ to that distant chunk of 
Earth and back.  
 
“For the hapless aeronauts onboard, it would as if they were 
struck by a piece of supernova shrapnel,” Watson warned. “Their 
ship would disintegrate in an instant!”  
 
“Whatever do you mean, their ship?” queried Holmes. “Surely, 
you refer to our own brave Beagle sailing the infinitude.” 
 
“Wouldn’t miss it for the… world, old sport,” an ashen Watson 
replied. “But what if the boiler fails and those dastardly projectiles 
rend our auxiliary solar sails?” 
 
Holmes grinned. “In that case, my dear fellow, I suspect we’ll 
both take up sewing!” 



Chapter 9. 
 
 

 
Time-traveler caught taking ship for Antarctica, “just trying to get home.” 

 
 

THE TIME TRAVEL MYSTERY 
 
 
In his most controversial determination yet, the man his many 
critics dub, “sheer luck” Holmes has determined that Tau neutrino 
particles apparently “rising up from Antarctica” – instead of 
“dropping down from outer space” – are likely moving backward 
in time! 
  
“It was as if the cosmic ray had come out of the ice itself. A very 
strange thing,” observed a shaken experimental particle physicist 
named Peter Gorham. “When the Big Bang occurred 13.8 billion 
years ago, it must have formed both our universe and a mirror 
universe where time flows in reverse!”  

https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/scientists-discover-evidence-parallel-universe-where-time-flows-backward


“In that case, inhabitants of that universe would likely not 
experience time going backward, but would rather perceive us as 
the reverse universe,” Gorham reasoned. As Holmes puffed and 
nodded, he quickly clarified: “Not everyone is comfortable with 
this hypothesis.”  
 
Even more discomfiting, an anomalous “cold spot” leaving a 
telltale “bruise” on “our” universe, could, both men now believe, 
represent a collision with another universe! 
  
During a séance which Holmes attended with Watson as witness, 
the ghost of Stephen Hawking proposed an explanation for 
alternate universes that left the detective temporarily baffled. 
Before the Big Bang, time was “closed” and “boundary-free” 
Hawking’s far-seeing spirit posthumously revealed. 
 
“Whatever that means,” Holmes later harrumphed. “As if we don’t 
have enough to deal with in this universe, without infinite 
multiverses caroming into each other and mirroring our own. 
After all, the world needs only one Sherlock Holmes!” 
 

 



Chapter 10. 
 
 

 
“Mallet’s Meteor” about to launch Voyager 2 (at left) 

 
 

THE SPACE CANNONBALL  
 
 
Ever since the Voyager 2 space cannonball exited our solar 
system after measuring the outer planets with various 
thermometers, measuring tapes and other remotely-deployed 
clockwork instruments, Holmes has been hoisting his magnifier to 
the heavens in anticipation of glimpsing Earth’s first artificial 
moon diminishing at a rapid pace – far, far, very far, away.  



“By Jove, there it is!” he exclaimed last Thursday, after spotting 
the mortar-launched spacecraft 11.5 billion miles out, heading 
into the untrammeled vastness of Interstellar Space.  
 
“It appears undamaged,” he added a few moments later. 
  

https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/after-months-silence-nasas-voyager-2-sends-message-back-earth-115-billion-miles-away


Chapter 11. 
 

 

 
Holmes’s manservant restrains nervous client as London hurtles towards massive Black Hole 

 
 

THE HUGE BLACK HOLE ADVENTURE 
 
 

Holmes has alerted the Royal Palace that Earth is actually 2,000 
light years closer to the Sagittarius A* - the supermassive black 
hole at the center of the Milky Way galaxy – than previously 
surmised. 
 
Even worse, he informed the Queen Mum, our solar system is 
hurtling through space at seven kilometers per second faster than 
hitherto suspected.  

https://www.rt.com/news/508048-earth-closer-black-hole-galaxy/


Since 1 light year = 9.5 trillion kilometers – and this bottomless 
black hole is still 25,800 light years from Earth – “there is no 
immediate cause for alarm,” suggested the gentleman snoop. 
 
Queen Victoria has no plans to assist six galaxies trapped in “such 
unimaginable quicksand,” which formed when “something really 
big collapsed” less than one-billion years following the Big Bang.  
 
The European Southern Observatory is already engaged in 
checking out this light-swallowing, black pit. Roughly one-billion-
times the mass of Earth’s sun, it has ensnared six immeasurable 
galaxies in a spider's web of “cosmic filaments” of gas and – yes, 
gentle reader – “dark matter”.  
 
“Those galaxies are doing fine,” her Royal Highness assured 
Holmes over scones and a delicate porcelain cup of Darjeeling. 
 
When he questioned this notion, she set her cup in its saucer with 
a distressing clatter. “Because the streams of gas flowing along 
the filaments fuel them,” Her Majesty tersely explained. “Along 
with their supermassive black hole host, of course.” 
 
The abashed Holmes made so bold as to suggest that the ever-
elusive dark matter “may have drawn huge volumes of gas 
together during the earliest epochs of the universe.” After all, he 
pointed out, this particular “web” is over 300-times the size of the 
Milky Way. “Easily enough to refuel a half-dozen galaxies.”  
 
“Quite so,” said the Queen, still miffed. “Just because I am of the 
fairer sex, do not take me for a fool, sir!” 
 
The Italian astronomer, Barbara Balmaverde, who was also 
present, was aghast. “The few galaxies discovered so far around 
this supermassive black hole are only the brightest ones” – she 
hastened to remind the happily sparring pair.  
 
“In which case,” Holmes beamed, “there are likely many more.”  
 



Chapter 12. 
 
 

 
Goldilocks looking for a new home. 

 
 

THE 6 BILLION NEW EARTHS  
 
 
“So far, we’ve only confirmed the existence of 4,164 exoplanets 
beyond Earth,” Holmes admitted. “Most of them useless gas or 
ice giants similar to Jupiter or Neptune.” 
 
“So, 6 billion Earths does seem a stretch,” his companion 
needled. 



Sherlock Holmes paused to relight his Meerschaum – a favourite 
ploy that allowed his superlative cerebellum to go for a gallop.  
 
“So,” he made to continue, “with 400 billion stars in the Milky 
Way…” 
 
“Or perhaps as few as 100 billion,” his nemesis corrected. 
 
“Perhaps 7% of which are similar in composition and size to our 
sun means that some of these G-type, main-sequence stars could 
nourish beings like ourselves,” a stimulated Holmes exhaled in a 
pleasurable puff of aromatic smog. 
 
“Or not.” 
 
“Or not,” the private eye agreed. “However, let me remind you 
that the exoplanets boffin, Michelle Kunimoto from the University 
of British Columbia in the Dominion of Canada, calculates “an 
upper limit of 0.18 Earth-like planets per G-type star.  
 
“Potentially habitable planets,” Holmes lectured, “are defined as 
between .75 and 1.5 times the mass of the Earth, orbiting a G-
type star at a distance of between 0.99 and 1.7 times the 
distance between the Earth and our sun.”  
 
(This, of course, is the so-called “Goldilocks” zone where a planet 
retains liquid water. And is capable of supporting life. -ed. note) 
 
“But we’re just guessing,” Holmes confessed.  
 
“Meaning, you’re just guessing.” Moriarity’s querulous voice 
lurched in uneven rhythm with the coach. 
 
With a crash, the carriage struck one of Trafalgar Boulevard’s 
own black holes, Holmes grabbing his adversary’s elbow for 
support, before continuing on their adventuresome way. “These 
outer space cases are as damnably difficult to solve as flexible 
axles and road taxes!” he complained. 

https://www.rt.com/news/492099-six-million-earths-milky-way/


Chapter 13. 
 
 

 

Sherlock	Holmes	a	trave ́s	del	tiempo	y	el	espacio. 

 
THE CIVILIZATIONS NEXT-DOOR 

  
 
Based on the scientifically reasonable premise that intelligent life 
develops similarly across the universe, Sherlock Holmes reckons 
there could be “dozens of advanced civilizations in our galaxy 
alone.”  
 
In his latest findings, published in the Astrophysical Journal, the 
sleuth surmised that there may, in fact, be 36 advanced 
civilizations scattered throughout what they would no doubt be 
surprised to discover is “our” galaxy.  
 
Christopher Conselice, who works with the legacy of a singular 
Rabunhod redistributing knowledge at the U. of Nottingham, told 
Holmes: “There should be at least a few dozen active civilizations 
in our Galaxy. Under the assumption that it takes 5 billion years 
for intelligent life to form on other planets, as on Earth.” 
 

https://www.rt.com/news/491872-36-civilizations-milky-way/


“You are no doubt referring to the Astrobiological Copernican 
Limit,” Holmes rejoined, “which examines Darwin’s evolutionary 
insights on a cosmic scale rather than an Earth-centric one. A 
notion, you may recall, which cost that Copernicus fellow dearly.” 
 
“Quite so,” the ex-criminal spoke up, extracting an arrow from 
the straw target set up in the university’s basement laboratory. 
“This new methodology is based on Professor Conselice’s 
calculation of 5 billion years for a phase-transition to a civilization 
clever enough to destroy itself. Or others.” 
 
The reformed brigand rattled his quiver for emphasis.   
 
“If this is indeed the case, we would be well advised to look to 
our defenses. Lest any would-be alien colonizers come calling to 
find our royal kingdom lacking in advanced weaponry and the 
martial skills best exemplified by the descendants of naturally- 
born highwaymen. As well as outlaw maidens as comely and 
fierce as Maid Marian, of course.” 
 
“I shouldn’t worry,” Conselice interjected. “The average distance 
between these hypothetical ‘civilizations’ would be tens of 
thousands of light years, making it nearly impossible for any one 
of them to communicate with the other. Because any message 
received would be at least 10,000 years old. Same with the 
reply.” 
 
“By damn, sir,” Holmes conceded, shaking his collaborator’s 
hand. “I never considered that.”  
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https://www.history.com/topics/british-history/robin-hood



